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Analyze the following sentence into three levels and name them. (Clause-level, Phrase-
level and Word-level): "Everyone has been made for some particular work and the desire for
that rvork l.ras beer, put in every hear1".

Anal,v;e tl':e follo'.r'ing sentence into subject and predicate and their basic components:
lncreasinglv. life in modern society has become competitive and insecure.

a) Make ten sentences illustrating the following phrase. ( No sentence should be
quoted from the question paper) : Adverb phrase

b) Make ten sentences illustrating the following clause. (No sentence should be
quoted from the question paper): Noun clause

a) In the following sentences replace the underlined words by phrases of the same
meaning:
i) He spoke slowl),. ii) He is a Egyptian. iii) The leader worked devotedl),. iv) He gave us
important suggestions.

b) In following sentences replace the underlined phrases by words of the same
meaning.

i) She wore shirt of blue colour. ii) I admit that he is a man of honesty. iii) This is a matter
of great irnportancg. iv) He has done a deed of glorv.

c) Fill in the gaps with suitable phrases.
i) I enjov--------.ii) . '....inspires me. iii) The students were thinking....iv) ....is one of m1
hobbies.

worker. iv) She
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e) In the following sentences replace the underlined phrases by clauses of the same
meaning.

i) I know his name" ii) He hoped to pass in the examination. iii) We visited penag, an islandof Malavsia. iv) I feel sorry for the people lirirg or-8. ,t...t.. v) A tapestry beautifully
stitched by hand is worth the cost. ui; aft". Joirg,rititury r.*i.. he became a social worker.



fl In the following sentences replace the underlined Clauses by phrases of the san.e
meaning.

i) She sat in the last row so that she might not . ii) You must master your temp, r
if you want to maintain healthy realtions. iii) As he is patient, he is spiritually intelligent. iv)
Do you know the woman who is cooking for her children? v) He told us when he would arrive.
vi) We believe what he says.

Analyze the sentences of the following text into clauses. And write basic structures for
each ofthe clauses. (any three)

a) He lurched across the yard and made
snoring.

way up to bed where his wife was already

b) It had been agrmd that tlr"v should all meet in the big barn as soon as Mr. Jone.s was
safell'out of thr *ray.
Muntaha and Mysha arived at the hus station before noon, and reft at r p.m.
When the bus stopped, we set out for the next torl-n, where we had planned to stay the
night.

Combine each set of simple sentences. (any three)
a) Dhaka is a big city. It is over-crowded. It is the capital of Bangladesh.
b) I have seen the man somewhere before. I cannot remember the place.
c) She can fill the audience with joy. She can bring people to tears.
d) Health and educatio4 should be ensured by the state. Many states are failing to do so.

Transform each of the following sentences into three experimental alternatives. (any

c)
d)

three)
a)
b)
c)
d)

We do not know the time of his arrival.
We all are born with a divine fire in us.
My colleagues came to see me off at Hazratshah Amanat Airport chittagong.
We realize His Grace to be eternal.


